
Date in Foster Home

03/20/2022

Hound Information

Registered Name

GT's Bocote

Call Name

Cote

Date of Birth

09/30/2017

Gender

Male

Color

Fawn

Known Medical Problems

No

Heartworm Preventative Administered

First day of month - Interceptor



Comes When Called

Yes

Understands "Good"

Yes

Plays With Toys

Yes

Understands "No"

Yes

Method of Correction

Verbally telling him “no.”

Small Dog Safe

Not Sure

Comments (Small Dog)

I haven’t seen him with small dogs.

Cat Safe

Yes



Good With Young Children

Yes

Comments (Young Children)

He seemed to seek and love attention from several small children at the Pet Expo event. He is a

large boy and might inadvertently knock over a small child, but seems very gentle so far.

Turn Out Routine

First thing in the morning, last thing at night, whenever we arrive home from being gone, and if he

whines or goes to the door between those times.

Potty On Lead

Yes

Garbage

If he has access, he will get into it.

Stairs

Fine with 2-3 stairs, but hasn’t tackled a full staircase yet.

Floors

Fine on tile floor in kitchen and bathroom.

Counters

Sniffs at the counter when cooking food, but has never jumped up on the counter or tried to grab

anything.



When is the hound crated?

● 8 Hour Work Day

How does the hound handle being crated?

He is fine with being crated while we’re gone.

What does the hound enjoy?

Squeaky toys, going on walks, treats, and being close to you and being petted.

Does the hound have any fears?

He is unsure about noises, especially unfamiliar ones. He will slowly back away from anything he is

unsure about.

What type of temperament does the hound have? (Shy, outgoing, confident, etc.)

Seems confident and outgoing with people, but becomes cautious/unsure when there are noises

he isn’t familiar with.

How does the hound handle new situations?

Seems comfortable and curious exploring new situations.

What type of food are you currently using?

Mixing Diamond Naturals Beef & Rice with Purina ProPlan Beef & Rice to transition to all Purina as

he seems to like it a lot better.



Amount of AM feeding

2 and 1/3 cups

Amount of PM feeding

2 and 1/3 cups


